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[1] We present a study on the spectral properties of interplanetary type II radio bursts
observed by the Radio and Plasma Wave (WAVES) experiment on board the Wind
spacecraft. We investigated the relative bandwidth of the type II radio bursts observed by
WAVES from 1997 up to 2003. We obtained three sets of events, based on the frequency
domain of occurrence: 109 events in the low-frequency domain (30 KHz to 1000 kHz,
detected by the RAD1 receiver), 216 events in the high-frequency domain (1–14 MHz,
observed by the RAD2 receiver), and 73 events that spanned both domains (RAD1
and RAD2). Statistical results show that the average bandwidth-to-frequency ratio (BFR)
was 0.28 ± 0.15, 0.26 ± 0.16, and 0.32 ± 0.15 for RAD1, RAD2, and RAD1 + RAD2,
respectively. We compared our results with those obtained for ISEE-3 type II bursts
and found a difference in the average BFR, which seems to be due to a selection effect.
The BFR of the WAVES type II bursts is similar to that of metric type II bursts
reported in published works. This suggests that the BFR is a universal characteristic,
irrespective of the spectral domain. Finally, we also studied the BFR evolution with
heliocentric distance using white-light observation of the associated coronal mass
ejections. We found that the BFR remains roughly constant in the SOHO/LASCO field of
view (i.e., from 2.1 to 32 solar radii), while the bandwidth itself decreases.
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1. Introduction

[2] Solar radio bursts of type II are characterized by a
narrow band of intense radiation that drifts toward lower
frequencies with time. The type II solar radio bursts result
from the excitation of plasma waves in the ambient
medium by a shock wave propagating outward from the
Sun. It is generally accepted that the radio waves are
emitted near the local electron plasma frequency or its
harmonics. Type II radio bursts are grouped, according to
the wavelength regime in which they are observed, into
metric (m), decameter/hectometric (DH), and kilometric
(km) bands. While it is widely accepted that DH and km
type IIs are caused by coronal mass ejection (CME) driven
shocks [Sheeley et al., 1985], the source is still controver-
sial for m-type II bursts.
[3] Radio observations obtained by the Radio and Plasma

Waves Experiment (WAVES) [Bougeret et al., 1995] have
been useful in studying type II radio bursts over a wide

range of frequencies (20 kHz to 13.85 MHz) and hence
provide unique information on CMEs propagating through
the entire Sun-Earth connected space. The low (RAD1) and
high (RAD2) frequency receivers of the WAVES experi-
ment record radio emission in the frequency range 20–
1040 kHz and 1.075–13.825 MHz, respectively. Hundreds
of type II bursts have been observed by Wind/WAVES, and
their CME association has been studied [Gopalswamy et al.,
2001; Gopalswamy, 2004]. However, the spectral properties
of type II bursts have not been studied. Since the DH
wavelength range is a new regime, it is important to see
how the properties of type II bursts in this range compare
with metric [Mann et al., 1996] and kilometric [Lengyel-
Frey and Stone, 1989] regimes.
[4] An important benefit of such a comparison is a better

understanding of the type II phenomenon irrespective of the
wavelength domain in which the bursts are observed. In the
past, only the ISEE-3 radio experiment [Knoll et al., 1978]
had observed a significant number of type II bursts in the
interplanetary medium. The ISEE-3 radio experiment had a
frequency range from 30 kHz to �2 MHz. WAVES exper-
iment has obtained a large database of type II bursts over a
wider spectral range, overlapping with ISEE-3 spectral
domain. While the spectral range of WAVES/RAD1 is
similar to that of the ISEE-3 receiver, there is virtually no
counterpart to the high-frequency WAVES receiver
(RAD2).
[5] The relative instantaneous bandwidth of type II emis-

sion is related to the electron density of the medium through
which the associated shock passes. The observed band-
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widths of the type II spectral profiles therefore depend on
the range of electron density in the radio-emitting region of
the shock. Lengyel-Frey and Stone [1989] found that the
relative instantaneous bandwidth of 33 IP type II bursts
observed by ISEE-3 spacecraft ranged from 0.3 to 0.7, with
an average value of 0.49 ± 0.3. Mann et al. [1995] and
Mann et al. [1996] found that the relative bandwidth of
metric type II bursts ranged from 0.1 to 0.7 with the
distribution peaking around 0.3. In this paper we (1) study
the spectral properties of DH type II bursts, (2) study the
spectral properties of the low-frequency (RAD1) type II
bursts, (3) compare the spectral properties of RAD1 and
RAD2 type II bursts, and (4) compare the spectral properties
of WAVES type II bursts with those of the metric and
ISEE-3 type II bursts.

2. Observations

[6] The WAVES experiment has several sensitive radio
receivers that cover the frequency range from �4 kHz to
�14 MHz [Bougeret et al., 1995]. The receivers are
connected to dipole antennas in the spacecraft spin plane
and a dipole antenna along the spacecraft spin axis.
Although WAVES detected type II bursts from the begin-
ning in the kilometric (<1 MHz) domain, the DH (1–
14 MHz) type II bursts started appearing only in April
1997. Early investigations concentrated on the association
between type II radio bursts and CMEs [Kaiser et al., 1998;
Gopalswamy et al., 2000, 2001; Reiner et al., 2001]. Here
we concentrate on the spectral properties.

2.1. Data Selection

[7] We consider all the type II bursts observed by Wind/
WAVES from 1997 up to 2003. The bursts can be grouped
as follows: (1) 109 events observed by RAD1 receiver
(km domain), (2) 216 events recorded by the RAD2
receiver (DH domain), and (3) 73 events observed by
both RAD1 and RAD2 receivers (DH-km domain). Table 1
summarizes our data set. It is necessary to point out that some
events in both RAD1 andRAD2 sets have a counterpart in the
DH and km domains, respectively.
[8] For comparison, we selected 37 type II events observed

by the ISEE-3 radio experiment [Cane and Stone, 1984].
ISEE-3 was launched in August of 1978 and was placed
in a halo orbit about the libration point situated approx-
imately 240 Earth radii upstream between Earth and the
Sun. ISEE-3 contained very sensitive radio receivers
covering the frequency range from 30 kHz to 2 MHz
in 24 channels [Knoll et al., 1978]. This frequency range
corresponds to radio emission in the height range from
about 10 R� to 215 R� (1 AU) from the Sun for an
undisturbed solar wind.
[9] Figure 1 shows the dynamic spectrum of a type II

radio burst observed by the ISEE-3 radio experiment in

1978. The type II burst starts at �1110 UT on 23 Septem-
ber, ending at �1030 UT on 24 September, with the intense
emission occurring in the frequency range �700–110 kHz.
[10] Even though ISEE-3 had an additional channel at

1980 kHz, we have used only up to 1 MHz in order to make
a correct comparison with RAD1 data. Lengyel-Frey and
Stone [1989] used a subset of only 33 events that were well
observed to study the spectral characteristics. They had
reported only the average values of the distributions.
Therefore we started from the original ISEE-3 data to
measure the spectral properties. Even though Cane [1985]
reported 48 events, we found it difficult to measure the
spectral characteristics of 11 events. So, we do not
include them in this study.

3. Data Analysis

[11] All the events in our data set were analyzed to obtain
their spectral properties (bandwidth, central frequency, and
flux density relative to the cosmic background) in the
dynamic spectrum. In order to analyze each type II burst,
we used a technique which isolates the type II event from
the dynamic spectrum by setting to zero any emission
outside the type II burst feature. We used this reduced
dynamic spectrum to measure the spectral properties. From
these measurements we perform a statistical analysis of the
spectral characteristics of type II bursts.

Table 1. Type II Radio Bursts Observed by Wind/WAVES and ISEE-3 Receivers

Receiver
Frequency
Range

Study
Interval

Number
of Events

Rate of Occurrence,
events/year

RAD1 20–1040 kHz 1997–2003 109 �15.5
RAD2 1.075–13.8 MHz 1997–2003 216 �30.8
RAD1 + RAD2 20 kHz to 13.8 MHz 1997–2003 73 �10.4
ISEE-3 30–1980 kHz 1978–1983 37 –

Figure 1. Dynamic spectrum of a type II radio burst
observed by the ISEE-3 radio experiment in 1978. Type II
emission starts at �1110 UT on 23 September, ending at
�1030 UT on 24 September. Most of the intense emission is
observed from the beginning of the event at �700 kHz until
around 0100 UT on 24 September at �110 kHz. See color
version of this figure in the HTML.
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[12] Figure 2 illustrates the technique. On 8 January
2002, WAVES/RAD1 receiver detected a type II radio
burst starting at �1830 UT at 1 MHz and drifting down
to 100 kHz at�0830 UTon 9 January (Figure 2a). Figure 2b
shows the type II burst isolated from the dynamic spectrum
and a cut in time (0040 UT) for spectral measurements by
plotting the flux density as a function of the observing
frequency. Figure 2c shows the flux density versus the
frequency of the type II radio burst at the time 0040 UT
(asterisks), with the gaussian fit to the profile (dashed line).
The central frequency (dash-dotted line) at the profile peak
and the full width at a half maximum (dotted line) of the
profile are also shown.

3.1. Bandwidth-to-Frequency Ratio

[13] The measurements of spectral properties of the
type II bursts are carried out as follows. The duration

of a type II event is divided into n equal intervals of 60 s,
i.e., tj+1 � tj = 60 s. At each time tj we obtain a profile
of the flux density as a function of the observed fre-
quency as illustrated in Figure 2. The flux density is
relative to the cosmic background. We fit a gaussian to
this profile to compute (1) the peak of the flux density,
(2) the central frequency (fj), and (3) the full width at half
maximum of the profile (Dfj). The instantaneous relative
bandwidth (IRB) at time tj is given by

IRB ¼ Dfj

fj
: ð1Þ

Averaging over all tjs, we find the mean value of the
instantaneous relative bandwidth of a type II burst. Here-

Figure 2. Method to obtain spectral properties of a type II radio burst. (a) Type II burst dynamic
spectrum. (b) The type II burst is isolated from the dynamic spectrum by setting to zero any emission
outside the type II feature. (c) Profile of the flux density (relative to the cosmic background) versus the
observed frequency (asterisks) obtained at the time 0040 UT (asterisks). Dashed line indicates the
gaussian fit of the profile. Dash-dotted line indicates the central frequency at the profile peak and
the dotted line indicates the full width at a half maximum of the profile. See color version of this figure in
the HTML.
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after, this mean value is referred to as the bandwidth-to-
frequency ratio (BFR) and is given by

BFR ¼ 1

n

Xn

j¼1

Dfj

fj
: ð2Þ

Lengyel-Frey and Stone [1989] analyzed type II spectral
profiles, plotted as log of flux density in solar flux units
versus log of the observed frequency, computed from 30-min
averages of ISEE-3 radio data. They measured several
parameters which characterize the type II spectral profiles
(1) log of peak flux density, (2) log of integrated flux density,

and (3) bandwidth-to-frequency ratio, where the bandwidth is
the full width at half maximum of the profile. We measured
these parameters by applying the technique described above
to obtain the BFR of type II radio bursts observed by Wind/
WAVES and ISEE-3. As in the Lengyel-Frey and Stone
[1989] study, our study of type II spectral profiles is
dependent on factors such as the duration and flux density
of the event emission, gaps in the data coverage as well as
contamination fromother sources of emission, such as type III
bursts.
[14] Figure 3 shows, from the top to the bottom, the

BFR distributions for type II bursts in the RAD2, RAD1,
RAD1 + RAD2, and ISEE-3 spectral domains. The

Figure 3. BFR histograms for type II solar radio bursts detected by (a) RAD2, (b) RAD1, (c) ISEE-3,
and (d) RAD1 + RAD2 receivers.
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corresponding number of events and the average values of
the distributions with standard deviation are also noted in
the figure. Figure 3a shows the BFR histogram for the 216
type II bursts observed by the RAD2 receiver, 73 of which
had counterparts in RAD1. The distribution lies in the
interval 0.05 � BFR � 0.7. The BFR averaged over 216
events is hBFRi = 0.26 ± 0.16, which is the lowest BFR
value compared to all other distributions. Both ISEE-3 and
RAD1 detect type II radio bursts in the kilometric domain.
Figure 3b shows the BFR distribution for the 109 events

observed by RAD1, 73 of which had counterparts in RAD2.
The distribution lies in the interval 0.05 � BFR � 0.8 with
an average BFR of hBFRi = 0.28 ± 0.15. Figure 3c shows
the BFR histogram for the 37 type IIs observed by ISEE-3.
The BFR ranges from 0.3 to 0.8, with an average value of
0.5 ± 0.15. For a subset of these ISEE-3 bursts, Lengyel-
Frey and Stone [1989] obtained hBFRi = 0.49 ± 0.3, which
is in agreement with our study.
[15] Type II radio bursts detected by RAD1 + RAD2

receivers are the most energetic because the associated

Figure 4. Examples of type II radio bursts (observed by Wind/WAVES) and their associated CMEs
(observed by SOHO/LASCO) for which we computed the BFR. (a) Shows a type II burst drifting from
14 MHz to �100 kHz and (b) was associated with a fast (2411 km/s) halo CME. The BFR obtained for
this event was 0.51. (c) Shows a brief type II burst drifting from 11 MHz to 8 MHz, which was associated
with a fast (1053 km/s) CME, and (d) an eruptive filament. For this event we obtained a BFR = 0.13. See
color version of this figure in the HTML.
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shock propagates through the entire Sun-Earth distance.
Their BFR distribution (Figure 3d) lies in the interval
0.1 � BFR � 0.75. The BFR averaged over 73 events is
hBFRi = 0.32 ± 0.15.

3.2. CMEs and IP Type II Radio Bursts

[16] As mentioned in the introduction section, there is a
close relationship between CME-driven shocks and IP
type II radio bursts. Both CMEs and IP type II radio-
bursts continue to be observed by SOHO/LASCO and
Wind/WAVES, respectively. Moreover, the fact that these
spacecraft have overlapping observations during our study
period allows us to relate type II spectral characteristics
with the CME properties.
[17] We investigated the evolution of the bandwidth and

BFR with the heliocentric distance for type II radio bursts.
Since the DH spectral domain corresponds to plasma
frequencies within the field of view of the SOHO/LASCO
coronagraphs, it is possible to infer the heliocentric distance
of the type II burst in the DH domain by measuring the
heliocentric distance of the associated white-light CME
[Gopalswamy et al., 2001].
[18] Figure 4 shows two Wind/WAVES type II radio

bursts and their associated CMEs. In the first case, the
type II burst was observed between�0524 and�2400 UTon
10 April 2001 (see Figure 4a), drifting from 14 MHz to
�100 kHz. The type II burst was associated with a fast
halo CME (see Figure 4b) that had a plane of the sky
speed of 2411 km/s. The CME was associated with an
intense flare (X2.3) from active region 9415 (S23W09)
starting at 0506 UT. The BFR for this type II burst was
0.51. Figure 4c shows the second type II burst on 27 January
2003. This is a brief event, starting at �2220 UT at
�11 MHz and ending at �2226 UT at �8 MHz. The
associated CME was also fast (see Figure 4d), with a
sky-plane speed of 1053 km/s measured at a position
angle of 205. The CME was associated with a C2.4 flare
from active region 9415 (S17W23) starting at 2142 UT.
The type II burst had a BFR = 0.13, which is signifi-
cantly lower than that obtained for the first case.
[19] For each of the CME-type II burst pairs, we obtained

the time and the corresponding heliocentric distance mea-
surements of the CME as it moved away from the Sun. The
time resolution of the radio observations varied from 16 s
for RAD2 and 1 min for RAD1. The time resolution of the
white light observation was much poorer because the typical
cadence is �30 min. We extrapolated the CME times when
the observing times did not match those of the radio burst
[Yashiro et al., 2004]. Then, by matching the CME times
with those of the type II burst, we were able to show how
the bandwidth and the BFR (measured from the spectral
profiles) evolve with the heliocentric distance. The shock is
expected to be at the standoff distance from the CME
[Gopalswamy et al., 2005]. This distance is expected to
be small near the Sun, so we assume that the front shock,
which produces the type II emission, is very close to the
leading edge of the CME. Certainly, such an assumption is
affected by factors such as (1) the actual height of the type II
burst is likely to be smaller than the height of the CME
leading edge if the type II burst is formed at the flanks of the
shock where the condition for electron acceleration is
known to be favorable [Holman and Pesses, 1983], and

(2) the projection effects, which make the measured plan-of-
sky distance smaller for halo CMEs than the actual distance.
For limb events the CME height represents an upper limit
for the type II height. For disk events (halo CMEs), the
CME height can be taken as a lower limit to the type II
height. A combination of these two effects may be respon-
sible for the large scatter in Figure 5. However, as a first
approximation, combined radio and white-light observa-
tions represent a useful tool to be used.
[20] To analyze the evolution of bandwidth and BFR with

the heliocentric distance, we considered only the 73 events
which spanned both RAD1 and RAD2 receivers (i.e.,
RAD1 + RAD2). Owing to SOHO/LASCO data gaps, we
had to drop several events resulting in a set of 66 type II
bursts with SOHO/LASCO observations. We were able to
identify a unique white-light CME for each one of these
type II bursts.
[21] Figure 5a shows the bandwidth (Df) evolution with

respect to the heliocentric distance for the 66 RAD1 +
RAD2 type II events. We see a clear anticorrelation between
the bandwidth and heliocentric distance (r = 0.51). Near the
Sun, the average Df is �630 kHz; far away it is Df �
80 kHz. Lengyel-Frey and Stone [1989] found Df decreasing
from �320 to �20 kHz for the ISEE-3 type IIs. However, it
is important to mention that the difference between the two
results is the way in which the heliocentric distance was
determined. In our study, the heliocentric distance was
determined using the time from the spectrum and the
corresponding distance from the CME height-time plot. This
explains why our heliocentric distance range is restricted to
the LASCO-C2-C3 field of view (i.e., from 2.1 to 32 solar
radii). Lengyel-Frey and Stone [1989] used the time of the
spectrum and the average shock transit speed given by Cane
[1985] to obtain the heliocentric distance range (0.05 to
1 AU). By considering the overlapping heliocentric distance
for WAVES and ISEE-3, which is from �0.05 to �0.14 AU,
Df decreases from �320 to �125 kHz and from �316 to
�80 kHz for ISEE-3 and WAVES, respectively. This is an
excellent agreement. Figure 5b shows the BFR evolution
with the heliocentric distance for the 66 RAD1 + RAD2
type II events. The plot shows that the BFR of type II
events has only a weak correlation with the heliocentric
distance (r = 0.24). This point is also in agreement with
theLengyel-Frey and Stone [1989] study.A least squares fit to
the data gives BFR = 0.23(±0.001) + 1.62(±0.014)R, where R
is the heliocentric distance.

4. Discussion

[22] We analyzed the spectral properties of type II radio
bursts observed by Wind/WAVES and compared them with
previous results for type IIs in the metric [Mann et al., 1995;
Mann et al., 1996] and kilometric [Lengyel-Frey et al.,
1985; Lengyel-Frey and Stone, 1989] domains. The present
study closes the gap between the metric and km domains
and permits us to compare the BFR distributions in different
domains. Since Wind/WAVES also observes type IIs in the
kilometric domain, we were able to compare the type II
properties from ISEE-3 observations.
[23] Type II bursts observed in the DH domain (WAVES/

RAD2) have an average BFR of 0.26 ± 0.16, whereas those
observed at kilometric wavelengths (WAVES/RAD1) have
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an average BFR of 0.28 ± 0.15. The difference is not
significant. Some type II bursts observed by RAD1 and
RAD2 have a counterpart type II emission at DH and km
domains, respectively. The average BFR for those type IIs
which spanned both DH and km domains is 0.32 ± 0.15,
which is practically the same as that obtained byMann et al.
[1996] in the metric domain (0.32 ± 0.14). By isolating the
type IIs without counterparts, we obtained two subsets of
purely DH and km type IIs, respectively. Figure 6 shows the
BFR distributions for these subsets. We found an average
BFR of 0.23 ± 0.13 and 0.26 ± 0.11 for the DH and km
domains, respectively. These average values do not differ
significantly (less than �12%) from those obtained for the
complete RAD1 and RAD2 sets.
[24] Lengyel-Frey and Stone [1985] found an average

BFR of 0.49 ± 0.3 for ISEE-3 type II bursts. When we
reanalyzed the ISEE-3 data, we found an average BFR of
0.50 ± 0.15, which is virtually equal to that obtained by
Lengyel-Frey and Stone [1985]. This is somewhat puzzling
because the BFR is a factor 2 higher for the ISEE-3 events
compared to the RAD1 events. Both WAVES/RAD1 and
ISEE-3 receivers have similar frequency coverage. As we
mentioned in section 1, we used ISEE-3 data only up 1 MHz
in order to make a comparison with the RAD1 receiver. The
difference seems to be due to different spectral resolution of

RAD1 and ISEE-3 receivers. The differences between these
results could also be due to the fact that we considered not
only RAD1 events with high-frequency counterparts but
also events confined to the RAD1 spectral domain, whereas
such a correspondence is unknown for the ISEE-3 list.
[25] We now consider the spectral coverage of ISEE-3

and RAD1 receivers. Table 2 shows the frequency channels
for RAD1 and ISEE-3 receivers. We see that the ISEE-3
frequencies are not log-spaced and the number of channels
above 400–500 kHz is less than that for RAD1 receiver.
Thus bursts with smaller Df can easily be missed in the
spectral domain with sparse channels. This can be clearly
seen in Figure 3c: The ISEE-3 distribution does not have
BFR values less than 0.3, whereas the RAD1 distribution
has many events with BFR values less than 0.3. This
deficiency in the ISEE-3 distribution makes the average
value to be higher. Therefore the difference between the
average of ISEE-3 and RAD1 distributions is likely due to
selection effect. This is consistent with the fact that Lengyel-
Frey and Stone [1989] ignored many small events.
[26] In order to see the effect of channel spacing, we

analyzed 28 type II bursts observed by both RAD1 and the
Thermal Noise Receiver (TNR), which is also on board
the Wind spacecraft. The TNR has a frequency range of 4–
256 kHz in five logarithmically spaced frequency bands
[Bougeret et al., 1995]. Each of these bands is divided into
either 32 or 16 logarithmically spaced channels. Hence

Figure 5. (a) Plot showing the change of bandwidth with
heliocentric distance for 66 type II events that spanned the
RAD1 and RAD2 spectral domains. (b) BFR of type II
radio bursts do not show correlation with the heliocentric
distance.

Figure 6. BFR distributions for type II radio burst
observed by (a) RAD2 and (b) RAD1 receivers without
counterpart emission.
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TNR has a much better frequency resolution compared to
the RAD1 receiver. Figure 7a shows the BFR distribution of
the 28 type IIs observed by RAD1 below 250 kHz. The
range is from 0.15 to 0.55, with an average of 0.35 ± 0.10.
Figure 7b shows the BFR distribution for the same events,
but observed byTNR,which lies in the interval 0.05�BFR�
0.6, with an average of 0.30 ± 0.14. Therefore the channel
spacing in ISEE-3 receiver leads to an overestimate of the
BFR, which is more pronounced at the high end and the low
end of the ISEE-3 frequency range. The same also applies for
RAD1, even using just the measured channels, albeit to a
lesser extent than for ISEE-3. However, for RAD2 receiver,
our results are not limited to this effect because there is no
interpolation between their channels.
[27] Table 3 summarizes the average BFR for all the

type II bursts observed by Wind/WAVES and ISEE-3
receivers. If we account for the fact that the channel spacing
in RAD1 and ISEE-3 receivers leads to an overestimate of
the BFR, we can conclude that the BFR is a universal
characteristic in both DH and km regimes.
[28] Mann et al. [1996] obtained a BFR value of 0.32 ±

0.14 in the metric domain. However, in their study the BFR
is defined to the low-frequency edge of the type II bursts,
whereas in our study we determined the BFR with respect to
the central frequency of the emission. By computing the
BFR using the Mann et al. [1996] definition, we found an
average BFR of 0.35 ± 0.25 and 0.35 ± 0.24 for those type
IIs observed in the km and DH domains, respectively. This
is in agreement with the Mann et al. [1996] study. Therefore

we see that the BFR is a universal property over the entire
Sun-Earth connected space. As pointed out by Lengyel-Frey
and Stone [1989], the observed type II bandwidths and BFR
reflect the properties of the large-scale electron density
distribution. In the same way, they mention that the average
Dn/n ratio (where Dn is the size of the density fluctuations
which produce a spectrum of bandwidth Df and where Df/f =
1/2 Dn/n) is relatively constant over the range of the type II
observations, as indicated by the relative constancy of the
observed BFR with the distance. Figure 5b shows the lack of
correlation between BFR and heliocentric distance, which
implies that Dn/n is also independent of the distance, as
pointed out by Lengyel-Frey and Stone [1989]. Other studies
have analyzed the BFR at different wavelengths and their
corresponding implications with the shock evolution from
near to the Sun to 1AU [Vrsnak et al., 2001, 2002, 2003]. The
fact that the average BFR results to be roughly constant over
the different wavelength regimes suggests that the density
fluctuation structure of the medium is on average the same,
irrespective of the spectral domain.

5. Conclusions

[29] We have analyzed the radio emission properties of
type II radio bursts observed by the WAVES radio exper-

Table 2. ISEE-3 and RAD1 Observing Frequencies in kHza

Frequency Number ISEE-3 RAD1

1 41 20
2 50 24
3 60 28
4 72 32
5 94 36
6 123 40
7 160 44
8 233 48
9 360 52
10 513 60
11 1000 72
12 1980 80
13 30 92
14 36 104
15 47 124
16 56 136
17 66 148
18 80 176
19 110 196
20 145 224
21 188 256
22 290 272
23 466 332
24 1000 388
25 428
26 484
27 540
28 624
29 740
30 804
31 940
32 1036

aISEE-3 receiver has 3 kHz bandwidths for frequency numbers 1 to 12,
and 10 kHz bandwidths for frequency numbers 13 to 24.

Figure 7. BFR distributions for 28 type II radio burst
observed by (a) RAD1 and (b) TNR receivers below
250 kHz. The difference in the BFR average values is due to
the fact that the channel spacing in RAD1 receiver leads to
an overestimate of the BFR.
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iment from 1997 up to 2003 and their association with
white-light CMEs observed by the SOHO/LASCO corona-
graphs. We compared our results with those obtained by
Lengyel-Frey and Stone [1989] (km domain) and Mann et
al. [1996] (metric domain). Our study shows that (1) the
bandwidth-to-frequency ratio is a universal characteristic of
the type II radio bursts, irrespective of the spectral domain,
(2) the bandwidth is anticorrelated with the heliocentric
distance, and (3) the bandwidth-to-frequency ratio has no
correlation with the heliocentric distance.
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Table 3. Average BFR for Type II Radio Bursts Observed by

Wind/WAVES and ISEE-3 Receivers

Receiver Number of Events Average BFR

RAD2 216 0.26 ± 0.16
RAD1 109 0.28 ± 0.15
ISEE-3 37 0.50 ± 0.15a

ISEE-3 33 0.49 ± 0.30b

RAD1 + RAD2 73 0.32 ± 0.15
TNRc 28 0.30 ± 0.14
RAD1c 28 0.35 ± 0.10

aPresent study.
bLengyel-Frey and Stone [1989].
cEvents analyzed below 250 kHz.
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